
      The presence of the new, multi-purpose interior of the new traditional market required the awareness of
the historic influences the site context and its existence. The proposal of the project took on an existing context to
create a layered narrative. As the scheme unfolds, it acts as a space of transition between the function room and
the poetry atrium.
      Historical and Archaeological is added to the proposal by connecting the existing and creating a unique
new relationship between the traditional and modern sequence throughout the users experience. The proposal
allows the piazza to retain its typological stance as an above ground object, and the new poetry hall forms theallows the piazza to retain its typological stance as an above ground object, and the new poetry hall forms the
subterranean element. Formed with the combination of layers and layers of unfinished bricks and artistic paint to
contrast from the ceiling downwards, spaces becomes outwardly poetic.
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Bringing Space to life
 
      The Interior must act as a composer that orchestrates space into a synchronization for function and beauty 
through the senses. As the human body moves, sees, smells, touches, hears and even tastes within a space the ar-
chitecture comes to life. The rhythm of the interior can be felt by occupants as a result of the spatial composition 
or arrangement of all the sensorial qualities of the space. By arranging spatial sensorial features, the space can 
lead the occupants through the functional and aesthetic rhythms of a created space. The building for all the 
senses can serve to move occupants, thus elevating their experience.

The Shapes of Space

   While on the lower stories a more traditional “flexible” arrangement based on open plan is presented, whereas 
on the upper levels, the opportunities lie in “chaining together” of galleries and public spaces, both inside and out-
side. We see this as a new way of traditional market museum assisting the display and sequencing the art, and ad-
justing that experience using daylight, attenuated light, artificial light each in highly controllable ways.

Contrasting Spaces

      Perceptually, contrast was used as a means to “brighten” internal spaces without direct access to natural light. 
Contrasting elements are placed in proximity to produce an intensified effect. Contrasting new and old is a 
common strategy in the production of renovations and conversions. A combination of split-complementary color 
scheme is used to distinguish each room function and its existence. Although this color combination does contain 
three separate colors, only one of them should be the dominant color while the other two act as accents. By imple-
menting this color scheme will allow a strong visual contrast while naturally blend with its original existence.

   Raw natural materials create warmth and intimacy. Continuing with the raw state of materials, by combining 
them with its original building form can achieve warm interiors that still maintain this raw aesthetics, but without ap-
pearing nude or uncomfortable. Textured stone demands to be touched, raw wood has a soft lingering scent and 
patinated metal has a warmth that comes from age. We revisit the past but bring things into our time. Our spaces 
have a contemporary feel but traditional processes are present.


